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Intelligence is learning from mistakes!

“… if a machine is expected to be infallible, it cannot also be intelligent. 
There are several mathematical theorems which say almost exactly that. 
But these theorems say nothing about how much intelligence may be 

displayed if a machine makes no pretence at infallibility…”

                                                                                   — Alan Turing, 1947



Multi-Agent Intelligence: learning from mistakes from multiple agents’ interactions

∥∇f(x)∥2 = 0

Normal machine learning problems: Multi-agent Learning problems:

agents learn to reach some 
dynamic equilibrium

Rock Paper

Scissor

Loss landscape keeps fixed Loss landscape changes with opponents’ actions



Multi-Agent Cooperation is Necessary



StarCraft II Demo



Problem Formulation: Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning

Modelled by a Stochastic Game 

 denotes the state space,

 is the joint-action space ,

 is the reward function for the i-th agent,

 is the transition function based on the joint action,  

 is the distribution of the initial state,  is a discount factor.

Special case:  single-agent MDP, normal-form game

Each agent tries to maximise its expected long-term reward

                           
                          

Optimality changes since agents cannot simply maximise its reward

(𝒮, 𝒜{1,…,n}, ℛ{1,…,n}, 𝒯, 𝒫0, γ)
𝒮

𝓐 𝒜1 × … × 𝒜n

ℛi = ℛi(s, ai, a−i)

𝒯 : 𝒮 × 𝓐 × 𝒮 → [0,1]

𝒫0 γ

n = 1 → |𝒮 | = 1 →

max
πi

Vi
π(s) =

∞

∑
t=0

γtEπ,𝒯 {ℛi
t |s0 = s, π}, π = [π1, …, πN]

Qi,π(s, a) = ℛi(s, a) + γEs′ ∼𝒯 [Vi,π (s′ )]

Qi
t+1 (sk, πt) = Qi

t (st, πt) + α[ℛi
t+1 + γ ⋅ max

ai
evali{Q⋅,t(st+1, ⋅ )} − Qi

t (st, πt)]

πi
t(s, ⋅ ) = solvei{Q⋅,t(st, ⋅ )}

fully
cooperative

geneal-sum games

fully
competitive

Depending on the game type, we can write:

cooperative game:

competitive game:

general-sum game:

evali{Q⋅,t(st+1, ⋅ )} = max
a

Qi,t(st+1, a)

solvei{Q⋅,t(st, ⋅ )} = arg max
ai

( max
a−i

Qi,t(st, ai, a−i))

evali{Q⋅,t(st+1, ⋅ )} = max
πi

min
a−i

Eπi[Qi,t(st, ai, a−i)]
solvei{Q⋅,t(st, ⋅ )} = arg max

πi

min
a−i

Eπi[Qi,t(st, ai, a−i)]

evali {Q⋅,t(s, ⋅ )} = Vi(s, Nash {Q⋅,t(st, ⋅ )})
solvei {Q ⋅⋅t (s, ⋅ )} = Nashi {Q⋅,t(st, ⋅ )}

Goal:



Complexity of Computing Nash Equilibrium in Normal-Form Games

Solving Nash Equilibrium is very challenging ! 

The solution concept of Nash comes from game theory 
but it is not their main interest to find solutions.

Complexity of solving two-player Nash is PPAD-Hard 
(intractable unless P=NP).

How to scale up multi-agent solution is open-question. 

Approximate solution is still under development. 

         

Equilibrium selection is problematic, how to coordinate 
agents to agree on Nash during training is unknown.

Nash equilibrium assumes perfect rationality, but can be 
unrealistic in the real world. 

Ri (ai, a−i) ≥ Ri (a′ i, a−i) − ϵ
ϵ = .75 → .50 → .38 → .37 → .3393 [Tsaknakis 2008]

More complexity results of solving Nash [Shoham 
2007, sec 4][Conitzer 2002]

Two-player general-sum normal-form game: 
Compute NE  PPAD-Hard
Count number of NE  #P-Hard
Check uniqueness of NE  NP-Hard
Guaranteed payoff for one player  NP-Hard
Guaranteed sum of agents payoffs  NP-Hard
Check action inclusion / exclusion in NE  NP-Hard

Stochastic game: 
Check pure-strategy NE existence   PSPACE-Hard
Best response for arbitrary strategy  Not Turing-
computable, even can not be implemented by a Turing PC.
It holds for two-player symmetrical game with finite time 
length. 

→
→

→
→
→

→

→
→

Recently 1/3 !



Solving Nash Equilibrium in normal-form games is PPAD-hard; we expect solving 
Nash in stochastic games can only be harder ! But it is not.

  

Meaning computing Nash in SGs is unlikely to be NP-hard unless NP coNP.

PPAD problems can always have exp-time algorithms, can we have P-time solutions ?

Short answer is we don’t know yet. Similar to we don’t know if P=NP.  But highly likely NO.

≠

Computing Nash Equilibrium in Stochastic Games

Theorem: Computing Markov Perfect Equilibrium in N-Player SGs is PPAD-complete. 



Summary of Complexity Results

https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.00583

Let’s focus on fully-cooperative games!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.00583


In the fully-cooperative games, all agents share the same reward .

One way to solve such games are through centralised approach, learning  via TD error.

The beauty of applying MARL methods lies in its decentralisable; as a result, centralised training with 
decentralised execution is used.

For value-based CTDE methods, a common assumption is to assume individual-global-max condition holds.

To implement the above assumption, methods such as VDN, QMIX, Q-DPP, QPLEX are used.

VDN:  ,  QMIX:  ,   Q-DPP: 

QPLEX:  and

R1 = R2 = ⋯ = RN

Qi(s, a1, a2, . . . , an)

Qtot(s, a) = ∑n
i=1 Qi (si, ai; θi) ∂Qtot

∂Qa
≥ 0,∀a ∈ A

Vtot(s) = ∑n
i=1 Vi(si)

Value-based Methods in Fully-cooperative Games fully
cooperative

geneal-sum 
games

fully
competitive

arg max
a∈𝒜

Qtot(s, a) = (arg max
a1∈𝒜

Q1 (s1, a1), …, arg max
an∈𝒜

Qn (sn, an))
ℒ(θ) = 𝔼(s,a,r,s′ )∈D [(r + γV (s′ ; θ−) − Qtot(s, a; θ))

2]
Qπ(o, a) := log det (ℒY={(o1, a1), …, (oN, aN)}∈𝒞(ot))

Atot(s, a) =
n

∑
i=1

λi(s, a)Ai (si, ai),  where λi(s, a) > 0



The individual-global-max condition simply fail in some cooperative tasks.  

Consider two agents  that take actions . They receive the reward 
. Every agent  takes its action  from its policy , which is an action. 

Suppose that . The value function is thus . 

The advantage of agent  is   

The advantage of agent  is , and the joint advantage is 

. 

We can see that the maximising action for agent 1 is , and for agent 2 it is .

However, the global maximising action is either . Hence, we have 
,  meaning that the advantage-based IGM does not hold in this game.

(1,2) a1, a2 ∈ {−10, − 9,…,9,10}
r(a1, a2) = a1 ⋅ a2 i ai μi

(μ1, μ2) = (1, − 1) V(s) = E[r(a1, a2)] = μ1μ2 = − 1

1 A1(s, a1) = Q1(s, a1) − V(s) = E[r(a1, a2) |a1] − μ1μ2 = − a1 + 1,

2 A2(s, a2) = a2 + 1
A(s, a) = Q(s, a) − V(s) = r(a1, a2) + 1 = a1 ⋅ a2 + 1

a1
max = − 10 a2

max = 10

amax = (−10, − 10), or, amax = (10,10)
(a1

max, a2
max) ≠ amax

IGM Condition Can Fail in Cooperative Games fully
cooperative

geneal-sum 
games

fully
competitive



How About Policy Gradient Methods?



Apart from IGM condition in value based methods. There are multi-agent PG methods that execute CTDE. 

Fully Decentralised PG: 

CTDE PG:

Joint critic will have credit assignment issue: not sure where the reward increase come from

Multi-agent CTDE methods can have huge variance.

The more agents (n), the more explorations ( ) from others, the larger the gradient of CTDE policy gradients. ϵ

Policy Gradient Methods in Cooperative Games

gi
C =

∞

∑
t=0

γtQ̂ (st, a−i
t , ai

t)∇θilog πi
θ (ai

t ∣ st)

gi
D =

∞

∑
t=0

γtQ̂i (st, ai
t)∇θilog πi

θ (ai
t ∣ st)

it is only linear in  !n



Large variance for policy gradient: we know the baseline trick!

∇θJ (πθ) = 𝔼τ∼πθ [
T

∑
t=0

∇θlog πθ (at ∣ st) (r(τ)−b (st))]

adding the baseline is unbiased but it decreases variance !



One can apply the baseline trick to reduce the variance for MAPG estimation

MAPG baselien trick: 

COMA is , but still large variance

The variance of MAPG can be decomposed into 

The optimal baseline that gives the minimal variance is 

Apply the baseline by , and then follow PG.

b (s, a−i) = Q̂−i (s, a−i)

Q̂ (s, a−i, ai) − boptimal (s, a−i)

Multi-Agent Policy Gradient Methods

gi
C(b) =

∞

∑
t=0

γt [Q̂ (st, a−i
t , ai

t)−b (st, a−i
t )]∇θilog πi

θ (ai
t ∣ st)

min
b(s, a−i)

Varai∼πi
θ [(Q̂ (s, a−i, ai) − b (s, a−i))∇θilog πi

θ (ai ∣ s)] boptimal  (s, a−i) =
𝔼ai∼πi

θ [Q̂ (s, a−i, ai) ∇θilog πi
θ (ai ∣ s)

2]
𝔼ai∼πi

θ [ ∇θilog πi
θ (ai ∣ s)

2]



OB is a plug-and-play trick that can be used in any existing MAPG methods such as MAPPO, COMA

Optimal Baseline has Excellent Performance



What we have discussed so far:

Fully-centralised approach: learning  is not scalable for population of agents. 

Value-based methods: require IGM condition, which may not hold in some cooperative games.

Policy-based methods: incur large policy gradient estimation variance & credit assignment issue. 

Parameter sharing approach:  can lead to exponentially worse outcomes, e.g.,

Can we have a MARL method that avoid all four above limitations ? Yes !

Qi(s, a1, a2, . . . , an)

πi = π j = πθ

Summary for MARL Methods in Cooperative Games

[Jakub et. al. NeurIPS 2021]

arg max
a∈𝒜

Qtot(s, a) = (arg max
a1∈𝒜

Q1 (s1, a1), …, arg max
an∈𝒜

Qn (sn, an))

fully
cooperative

geneal-sum 
games

fully
competitive



Trust Region Methods Recap

It all starts from a performance difference bound !

new policy 
current policy

π̄ :
π :

J(π̄) = J(π) + 𝔼S∼ρπ̄,a∼π̄ [Aπ(s, a)]

Lπ(π̄) = J(π) + 𝔼S∼ρπ,a∼π [ π̄(s, a)
π(s, a)

Aπ(s, a)]

surrogate 
loss

we can now evaluate a new policy 
using an old policy, if the new 

policy are old policy are “similar”



Trust Region Methods Recap

https://jonathan-hui.medium.com/rl-the-
math-behind-trpo-ppo-d12f6c745f33

This theorem implies: maximising the right handside 
guarantees monotonic improvement !

J(π̄) ≥ Lπ(π̄) − CDmax
KL (π, π̄)

J(π) = Lπ(π) − CDmax
KL (π, π)

J(π̄)

∇θLπθold
(πθ)

θ=θold

= ∇θJ (πθ)
θ=θold



Trust Region Methods Recap

https://jonathan-hui.medium.com/rl-the-
math-behind-trpo-ppo-d12f6c745f33



TRPO Recap — Natural Policy Gradient

https://jonathan-hui.medium.com/rl-trust-region-policy-
optimization-trpo-explained-a6ee04eeeee9



All starts from this “powerful” Lemma.

First, we define some new notations

HATRPO: The FIRST TRPO/PPO Method in MARL



All starts from this “powerful” Lemma.

First, we define some new notations

Advantage decomposition lemma:

Note: this does not need any assumptions such as IGM, it holds naturally in any cooperative games!

This can offer some new insights for cooperative MARL algorithm design. We can walk away from IGM.

HATRPO: The FIRST TRPO/PPO Method in MARL

Ai1:m
π (s, ai1:m) =

m

∑
j=1

Aij
π (s, ai1:j−1, aij)



We can design a monotonic-improvement procedure based on the Lemma

Assuming agent order ,  based on the Lemma, we can make the following update:

First, select  so that 

Then, for the rest agent , agent  selects  so that  

We can know that if every term is positive, then  is improving monotonically in time

This leads to Multi-Agent TRPO update that has monodically improving property 

i1:n

āi1 Ai1 (s, āi1) > 0

m = 2,...,n im āim Aim (s, ai1:m−1, āim) > 0

Ai1:m
π (s, ai1:m)

Multi-Agent TRPO Method

MARL surrogate loss:

MA Trust Region Learning

if then ̂πim = πim,
Li1:m

π = 0



Multi-Agent TRPO Method

HATRPO in practice:
using natural gradient 

HAPPO in practice:
using clip objective 

Monotonic improvement 
property for MARL



Multi-Agent TRPO Method

you only need to 
save one big joint 

advantage function 



Multi-Agent TRPO is the New SOTA in MARL

[Bei et. al 2021]



Multi-Agent TRPO on Two Dexterous Hands

https://bi-dexhands.ai



Multi-Agent TRPO with Safe Constraints

Taking safe constraints into account in the MARL process

consider additional cost functions: 

the objective is then:

This result suggests that when the changes in policies of all agents are sufficiently small, each agent 𝑖 

can learn a better policy by only considering its own surrogate return and surrogate costs.

Ji
j(π) ≜ 𝔼s0∼ρ0,a0:∞∼π,s1:∞∼p[

∞

∑
t=0

γtCi
j(st, ai

t)] ≤ ci
j , ∀j = 1,…, mi

guarantee both monotonic improvement
&

satisfy safety constraints



Multi-Agent TRPO with Safe Constraints

HalfCheetah-2x3 task

ManyAgent Ant-2x3



Multi-Agent TRPO with Safe Constraints

source from: MetaDrive Simulator 



Safe Policy Optimisation Baseline

https://github.com/PKU-MARL/Safe-Policy-Optimization



Future: Big Sequence Model for Decision Making?

but where do we get  samples 
for multi-task / meta-RL？

1010

Decision Transformer might be one solution!



Multi-Agent Transformer: make large language models possible for MARL problems

Ai1:m
π (s, ai1:m) =

m

∑
j=1

Aij
π (s, ai1:j−1, aij)

Through the advantage decomposition lemma, one can build the connection between MARL 
and sequence models, using Transformer is then a natural outcome ! NOT TO HACK



Multi-Agent Transformer Architecture: Encoder



Multi-Agent Transformer Architecture: Decoder

sequential 
advantage 

decomposition 
happens here



Multi-Agent Transformer is the current SOTA for cooperative MARL



Mirror Learning: A Unified Framework for Policy Optimisation

[Kuba et al. 2022]
πnew ( ⋅ ∣ s) = arg max

π̄(⋅∣s)∈𝒫(𝒜)
𝔼a∼π̄ [Qπold (s, a)], ∀s ∈ 𝒮

Qnew (s, a) = r(s, a) + γ ⋅ 𝔼s′ ∼P [max
a′ ∈𝒜

Qold (s′ , a′ )]

∇θη (πθ)
θ=θold 

= 𝔼s∼ρ
πθ old [∇θ𝔼a∼πθ[Qπθold 

(s, a)]
θ=θold 

]

πnew  = arg max
π̄∈Π

𝔼s∼ρπold ,a∼π̄ [Aπold (s, a)]
 subject to 𝔼s∼ρπold  [DKL (πold ( ⋅ ∣ s), πnew ( ⋅ ∣ s))] ⩽ δ

πnew  = arg max
π̄∈Π

𝔼s∼ρπold ,a∼πold  [Lclip ]
Lclip  = min ( π̄(a ∣ s)

π(a ∣ s)
Aπold (s, a), clip( π̄(a ∣ s)

π(a ∣ s)
,1 ± ϵ)Aπold (s, a))

Generalised Policy Iteration

Q-learning

Policy Gradient

Trust Region Policy Optimisation

Proximal Policy Gradient



Mirror Learning: A Unified Framework for Policy Optimisation

[Kuba et al. 2022]

Drift is a more general 
solution than the 

Bregman distance in 
Mirror Descent: 
no convexity or 

differentiality needed



Mirror Learning: A Unified Framework for Policy Optimisation
unify GPI, TRPO, PPO under Mirror Learning 

PPO proves to converge !

this implies monotonic 
improvement



Multi-agent Mirror Learning: A Continuum of Solutions for Cooperative MARL

multi-agent drift function: 
is a notion of distance between  and  , given that agents  just updates to  πi ̂πi j1:m π̄ j1:m



Multi-agent Mirror Learning: A Continuum of Solutions for Cooperative MARL



Multi-agent Mirror Learning: A Continuum of Solutions for Cooperative MARL



Multi-agent Mirror Learning: A Continuum of Solutions for Cooperative MARL

HATRPO/HAPPO are instances of HAML

HATRPO HAPPO



Multi-agent Mirror Learning: A Continuum of Solutions for Cooperative MARL

HAML can offer new instances

HAA2C HADDPG



Multi-agent Mirror Learning: A Continuum of Solutions for Cooperative MARL



MARLlib: https://github.com/Replicable-MARL/MARLlib 

MARLlib: the MARL Extension for RLlib

https://github.com/Replicable-MARL/MARLlib


Conclusions

Formulation & Challenges of Training A Population of RL Agents
Compute Nash is PPAD

Making agents learn in the same time is challenging 

Training A Population of RL Agents on Fully-Cooperative Games
IGM condition can fail in cooperative problems, it is not the panacea!

MAPG has large variance, one can think of using min-variance optimal baseline

Advantage decomposition lemma always hold in any cooperative games 

MA-TRPO, MA-CPO methods are the big hopes, it has supreme performance with monotonic guarantee

Try Multi-Agent Transformer: the ultimate solution for MARL!

Mirror Learning is a unified framework for almost all policy optimisation algorithms.

Multi-agent Mirror Learning provides a new angle to design a continuum of solutions to cooperative MARL.

Try MARLlib !


